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A. Abstract:
The ftaff of the Oklahoma Wildlife Diversity Program assisted the staffs of the Central
Hardwoods Joint Venture, the Playa Lakes Joint Venture, the Lower Mississippi Valley Joint Venture, the
Oaks and Prairies Joint Venture, and avian biologists and land managers from the state wildlife agencies
of neighboring states, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S. Forest Service to develop and
refine bird conservation plans for each of the Bird Conservation Regions in Oklahoma. In the course of
working cooperatively with the joint ventures, Oklahoma-specific data were gathered to prepare an
overview of the current status of birds in Oklahoma and a strategic-level bird conservation assessment for
the suite of 74 avian species that are recognized as species of greatest conservation need in the Oklahoma
Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy. The habitat associations for these bird species were
identified within the context of the six Bird Conservation Regions that encompass Oklahoma, and these
are summarized in this report. This report serves as a foundation on which future bird conservation
planning in Oklahoma can build. Because this report is divided into individual sections for each of the six
Oklahoma Bird Conservation Regions, conservation planning can be scaled down to the BCR level or
scaled up to the statewide level.

B. Objective:
Develop or refine comprehensive bird conservation plans for five Bird Conservation Regions in
Oklahoma. The development of each plan will include the identification of regionally important bird
species and their habitat needs as well as the identification of bird conservation opportunity areas, priority
conservation actions and regional habitat management recommendations for land managers.

C. Introduction and Approach:
Oklahoma's bird fauna is diverse and it includes approximately 385 species in 55 families that
occur annually within the state as either breeding-season, winter-season, or year-round residents, or as
migrants (Sutton 1967, Grzybowski et. al. 2009). An additional forty species occur irregularly in the state
and are considered to be vagrant species; most of these species are not addressed in this report.
Collectively, a community of bird species occupies every naturally-occurring and man-made habitat in the
state. The Oklahoma Comprehensive Wildlife Conservation Strategy (OCWCS) identifies 74 species of
birds as Species of Greatest Conservation Need in the state because they have been identified as
conservation priorities within the North American Waterfowl Management Plan, the U.S. Shorebird Plan,
the Partners In Flight Landbird Conservation Plan or the North American Waterbird Plan, or they are
designated in regulation as species that are state or federally threatened, endangered or species of special
concern (ODWC 2005, Brown et. al. 2001, Kushlan et. al. 2002, and Rich et. al. 2004). The bird Species
of Greatest Conservation are further ranked within the OCWCS based upon a combination of criteria
including their population size, population trend, the size of their geographic range and their degree of
habitat specialization. The Oklahoma avian Species of Greatest Conservation Need are shown in Table 1
and are listed by their residence status and relative abundance in each of the six North American Bird

Conservation Initiative Bird Conservation Regions that occur in Oklahoma. This report provides a
strategic-level conservation plan for the bird species that are considered Species of Greatest Conservation
Need within Oklahoma. It is divided into an introductory section and six regional sections for the six bird
conservation regions that occur in Oklahoma. This report should be viewed as a statewide assessment
that can be modified and expanded over time.
The North American Bird Conservation Initiative divides the geography of the United States,
Canada and Mexico in 67 Bird Conservation Regions, of which the United States encompasses all or a
portion of 35 (US NABCI 2000). The state of Oklahoma encompasses six of these Bird Conservation
Regions - the Shortgrass Prairie BCR (BCR 18), the Central Mixed-grass Prairie BCR (BCR 19), the
Oaks and Prairies BCR (BCR 21), the Eastern Tallgrass Prairie BCR (BCR 22), the Central Hardwoods
BCR (BCR 24) and the West Gulf Coastal Plain/Ouachita Mountains BCR (BCR 25). The Oklahoma
Department of Wildlife Conservation works in partnership with four habitat-based, all-birds joint ventures
to address conservation planning and conservation needs for all birds within these bird conservation
regions. The contents of this report are based largely upon collaborative conservation planning with these
joint ventures as well as information from the four national multi-species bird initiatives: 1) the Partners
In Flight Land Bird Plan and its companion state-level plan, the Partners In Flight Continental Priorities
and Objectives for Oklahoma; 2) the United States Shorebird Plan; 3) the North American Waterfowl
Management Plan and 4) the North American Waterbird Conservation Plan. The four national plans are
largely strategic in nature, but the PIF Continental Priorities and Objectives for Oklahoma is an attempt to
identify population goals for the land birds that have decreasing population trends or small population
sizes. We have not committed to adopting the Partners In Flight population goals at this time because
many of these goals are very challenging and a more thorough evaluation is needed to determine the
feasibility of each of these. Additionally, there is not a sufficient source of funding at this time to
implement conservation, habitat restoration and habitat enhancement on the 100s of thousands of acres
that would be needed in Oklahoma alone to meet these goals. While we have not adopted and
incorporated those population goals into this strategic plan, we support them in concept and believe that
they have value in establishing conservation priorities. For example, while it may not be feasible to
increase Oklahoma's Yellow-billed Cuckoo population by 450,000 birds (a 50% population increase), it
does illustrate a need for additional conservation and restoration efforts aimed at deciduous forest tracts.
The Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation is a member of each of the four avian
conservation joint ventures whose boundaries encompass parts of Oklahoma. Much of the activity that
was conducted under this federal assistance grant was our coordination and cooperative work with these
joint ventures. Project personnel are members of the land bird and/or nongame bird technical committees
for each of the four joint ventures and we represent nongame bird interests through our participation. The
administrative boundary of the Playa Lakes Joint Venture was expanded shortly after 2001 to include all
of BCRs 18 and 19. The Playa Lakes JV serves as our primary bird conservation partner in those two
regions. The Oaks and Prairies Joint Venture was formed in 2006 to address bird conservation in BCR 21
(the Oaks and Prairies BCR) in Oklahoma and Texas and BCR 20 (Edwards Plateau BCR) in Texas. The
administrative boundaries of the Oaks and Prairies Joint Venture encompass all of BCR 21 in Oklahoma
and were expanded in 2009 to include the Oklahoma portion of the Eastern Tallgrass Prairie BCR (BCR
22). The Oaks and Prairies Joint Venture is our primary bird conservation partner in those two regions.
We are founding members of the Central Hardwoods Joint Venture that was initially organized in 2000 to
focus attention on bird conservation in the Central Hardwoods BCR. Therefore, the Central Hardwoods
JV has become our primary bird conservation partnership in BCR 24. Similar to the Playa Lakes JV, the
Lower Mississippi Valley Joint Venture has a 20-year history of bird conservation planning and
implementation that addresses waterfowl, shorebirds and wetland-associated land birds. In 1999 the
Lower Mississippi Valley JV transitioned to an all-birds joint venture and established technical teams for
nongame land birds and nongame aquatic birds. The joint venture has adjusted its administrative
boundaries to encompass all of BCR 25 (West Gulf Coastal Plain and Ouachita Mountains BCR) and is

our all-birds conservation partner in this region. During the course of this grant, we have worked in the
conjunction with the joint ventures to develop strategic conservation plans and planning tools for many
bird groups. For example, the Lower Mississippi Valley and Central Hardwoods JVs have developed
decision support tools for forest birds in the Ozark Highlands, Ouachita Mountains and the West Gulf
Coastal Plain and we helped review and refine these models. Similarly, we have assisted the joint
ventures in the development of grassland bird conservation plans for the Central Hardwoods and the Oaks
and Prairies BCRs, and shorebird/water bird conservation plans for BCRs 18 and 19. The data that were
used to develop these products were used to inform and strengthen the strategic plan developed under this
report.

Table 1. Bird Species of Greatest Conservation Need in Oklahoma Arranged by Bird Conservation
Region. Each species' residence status within each Bird Conservation Region is denoted as follows:
B = widespread in breeding season; b = limited distribution in breeding season; W = widespread in winter
season; w = limited distribution in winter season; M = widespread migrant; m = limited distribution or
rare migrant
Common Name/ SGCN Tier
Snowy Egret - Tier II
Little Blue Heron - Tier II
Wood Stork-Tier II
Trumpeter Swan - Tier III
Northern Pintail - Tier III
Canvasback - Tier III
Lesser Scaup - Tier III
Swallow-tailed Kite - Tier II
Bald Eagle-Tier III
Swainson's Hawk - Tier I
Ferruginous Hawk - Tier II
Peregrine Falcon - Tier III
Prairie Falcon - Tier III
Northern Bobwhite - Tier III
Scaled Quail - Tier III
Lesser Prairie Chicken - Tier I
Greater Prairie Chicken - Tier III
Whooping Crane - Tier I
Sandhill Crane - Tier III
King Rail Tier - III
Yellow Rail-Tier II
Black Rail - Tier II
American Golden Plover - Tier II
Mountain Plover - Tier I
Snowy Plover - Tier I
Piping Plover - Tier II
Solitary Sandpiper - Tier III
Buff-breasted Sandpiper - Tier I
Upland Sandpiper - Tier II
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In addition to the list of formally recognized avian Species of Greatest Conservation Need, there are other
species which are of conservation interest to biologists in Oklahoma and to biologists in our neighboring
states due to their declining population trend or the regional importance of Oklahoma and the southcentral United States to their overall conservation. Below is a list of additional bird species of
conservation interest although they did not meet all of the criteria for selection as Species of Greatest
Conservation Need in the OCWCS. This list includes many species that have been identified as species
of high stewardship responsibility by the joint venture partnerships and several marsh-dependent species
that have been evaluated by the joint ventures but not the North American Waterbird Conservation Plan
partnership. Many of these are species whose populations are in decline at a regional scale but whose
populations remain sufficiently large that they are not immediate conservation concerns at this time.
Anhinga - rare nesting species in Oklahoma, but population in the Neotropics is large
American Bittern - marsh-dependent species not evaluated; migrant through Oklahoma
Least Bittern - marsh-dependent species not evaluated; rare nesting species in Oklahoma
Yellow-crowned Night Heron - secretive, wetland dependent species
White-faced Ibis - population small but population trend is increasing
Mississippi Kite - species of high regional responsibility, but population appears to be stable
Purple Gallinule - marsh-dependent species not evaluated; rare nesting species in Oklahoma
Lesser Yellowlegs - population declining significantly, but overall population still large
Whimbrel - population declining significantly, but occurs in trivial numbers in Oklahoma
Marbled Godwit - population declining significantly, but occurs in trivial numbers in Oklahoma
Red Knot - population declining significantly, but occurs in trivial numbers in Oklahoma
White-rumped Sandpiper - species of high regional responsibility, but population stable
Dunlin - population declining significantly, but overall population still large
Wilson's Snipe - population declining significantly, but overall population still large
Black Tern - marsh-dependent species; migrant through Oklahoma
Yellow-billed Cuckoo - population declining significantly but overall population still large
Chuck-will's-widow - population declining significantly but overall population still large
Chimney Swift - population declining significantly but overall population still large
Rufous Hummingbird - population declining significantly, but Oklahoma population size is trivial
Eastern Wood Pewee - species of high regional responsibility with a declining population trend
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher - species of high regional responsibility, but population is stable
Yellow-throated Vireo - small population size with a low rate of population decline
Chihuahuan Raven - species of high regional responsibility, but its population decline is small
Carolina Chickadee - species of high regional responsibility, but its population decline is small
Verdin - regional population declining significantly, but Oklahoma population size is trivial
Canyon Wren - small population size with a low rate of population decline
Brown Thrasher - population declining significantly, but overall population still large
Curve-billed Thrasher - small population size with a low rate of population decline
Yellow-throated Warbler - small population size but a species of regional responsibility
Summer Tanager - species of high regional responsibility
Dickcissel - population declining significantly but overall population still large
Rufous-crowned Sparrow - small population size with a low rate of population decline
Grasshopper Sparrow - population declining significantly but overall population still large
Field Sparrow - population declining significantly but overall population still large
Lark Sparrow - population declining significantly but overall population still large
Lark Bunting - population declining significantly but overall population still large
Eastern Meadowlark - population declining significantly but overall population still large
Baltimore Oriole - species of high regional responsibility with a declining population trend
Purple Finch - wintering species with a significant declining population trend

Conservation Issues Affecting Oklahoma Bird Populations:
Birds are good model or umbrella species for local conservation efforts because many species are
relatively easy to detect (can be seen or heard readily and with low cost or effort) and therefore they also
are easily monitored (Fitzgerald and Pashley 2000). Additionally, there is a relatively large body of
ecological research that has been conducted on birds and information about their ecology and habitat
needs can be gleaned from scientific literature and from more popular and anecdotal records from the
birding community. Despite these benefits of working with birds, birds have some biological attributes
that make their conservation unique and sometimes challenging. Because of their ability to fly, birds are
very mobile and relatively good at dispersing into or colonizing tracts of newly modified or restored
habitat. This allows bird populations to respond quickly to habitat changes and greatly reduces the need
to translocate individuals in order to establish new populations where suitable habitat exists. However,
there are also unique challenges to the conservation of birds. Many birds are habitat specialists that
occupy a relatively narrow range of habitats with specific structural characteristics. Examples of this
include Least Terns and Snowy Plovers that require ephemeral sandbars as nesting habitat, and Redcockaded Woodpeckers that require very mature pine woodlands. Shmbland and tallgrass prairie birds
are other good examples because many of these species require habitat conditions that shift slightly over
time or that exists for a relatively short period of time at any one location. Another complicating aspect
of bird biology is that most species are territorial at some point in the year and occupy relatively large
acreages during the nesting season. Additionally, many of the more specialized species also are "areasensitive" meaning that their habitat must occur in relatively large tracts in order for it to be suitable to
sustaining local populations. Many forest-interior and grassland land birds fall into this category and tend
to occur disproportionally in large habitat tracts or landscapes that are dominated by contiguous prairie or
forest habitat. The reasons for this behavior are not always clear but the root cause may be 1) a
predilection to aggregate nesting territories in close proximity that requires more habitat than would be
needed by one or a few pairs, 2) a need to conceal nesting territories and nests from predators or brood
parasitic cowbirds, or 3) a requirement for large foraging areas during the brood-rearing cycle.
Several factors influence bird populations, but the most substantial ones are related to the quantity and
quality of habitat at local, landscape and regional scales. Most other factors are in some way inter-related
to habitat quality or quantity. For example, habitat fragmentation by human infrastructure (e.g. roads,
utility lines, towers, wind mills) influences habitat quality at the local scale and landscape scale.
Increased nest predation or clutch parasitism is often related to a decline in habitat quality that favors
predator/parasite populations or limits the ability of birds to conceal their nests or young. The widespread
issues that challenge bird conservation are outlined below.
Issues Acting Directly on Habitat Quantity and Quality:
Several inter-related issues affect the acreage and quality of habitat:
1) Habitat loss as a result of the conversion of existing habitat to a dramatically different habitat type or
land use. Examples of this are the conversion of tallgrass prairies and bottomland forests to row
crop agricultural lands, the conversion of oak woodlands to Bermuda grass pasturelands, the
conversion of mixed pine-oak forests to even-age loblolly pine plantations, or the draining of shallow
wetlands for agricultural development. These types of large-scale land conversions result in the
direct loss of hundreds to thousands of acres of habitat which results in a dramatic change in the bird
communities using those acres. Habitat loss is the most visible indication of a loss of habitat quantity
and quality. In most habitat types, it has the most dramatic and immediate effect on bird community
composition and abundance. The impact of direct habitat loss due to conversion is related to the
scale/size of the conversion. Often, habitat conversion occurs on a large scale (1,000s of acres) in
association with agricultural development). Smaller scale conversions, in the range of one to 20

acres, have a smaller impact and are often treated as examples of habitat fragmentation because of
their size.
2) Habitat modification is a more subtle change in the vegetative structure or composition of an area due
to the way that the habitat is used or managed. Examples of this are the substantial increase in the
abundance of eastern redcedar in oak woodlands and mixed-grass prairies as a result of fire
suppression; the lost of age-structure diversity in forestlands that have been clear-cut and regenerated
as even-age stands; or the loss of grass and forb diversity on prairies that have been grazed
continuously or mowed annually for hay. These changes often occur gradually over the span of
decades but alter the quality of the habitat for many species of birds.
As the examples above suggest, there are many sub-issues associated with habitat modification
including: altered patterns of fire (e.g. fire suppression), invasive plant species, altered grazing
systems (e.g. continuous grazing) and herbicide treatment (e.g. the spraying of broadleaf herbicides
in grassland habitats).
3) Habitat fragmentation by the alteration of interspersed tracts of habitat or the construction of
residential or agricultural infrastructure. Examples of this include the clearing of forests in right-ofways for the construction of electric power lines or pipelines; the clearing of vegetation to construct
roads; the construction of agricultural fields or residential developments within a landscape of native
habitats. Habitat fragmentation directly affects both habitat quantity and quality. The source of the
fragmentation (e.g. right-of-way development) results in the direct loss of habitat, while at the same
time it isolates and reduces the size of adjacent tracts of habitat. Some bird species can be classified
as "area sensitive" species, which means that in order for these species to maintain their populations
they need to occupy an area that is much larger than conventional wisdom would suggest. For
example, many songbirds cluster their nesting territories in close proximity and will only occupy a
tract of habitat if it is sufficiently large to support several territories.
As the examples above suggest, there are many sub-issued associated with habitat fragmentation
including: road, pipeline and utility line construction, wind energy development, mining, oil and gas
development, residential and second-home development, shelterbelt planting (within prairie
landscapes) and fence construction (in prairie landscapes).
4)

In addition to the larger-scale issues described above that affect widespread terrestrial habitats, there
are other human actions that can affect the condition of geographically restricted habitats such as
marshes, forested wetlands, streams and riparian forests. These include a) the pumping of shallow
groundwater that can reduce the flow of springs and seeps, b) the draining or dewatering of streams
and wetlands for irrigation and other purposes, c) the removal of vegetation along stream channels or
on the edges of wetlands that can reduce bank stability and increase bank erosion, d) the removal of
vegetation surrounding streams and wetlands that increases erosion and deposition of soil and
sediment into wetlands, and e) the over-application of fertilizer near wetlands that can alter the
density and structure of algae and aquatic vegetation.

Increased Rates of Predation and Brood Parasitism:
The combined effects of habitat loss, habitat modification and habitat fragmentation influence the
way that natural forces such as predation, brood-parasitism, drought and flooding affect bird populations.
In landscapes where habitats are degraded and/or occur in smaller-sized tracts, there are fewer locations to
provide shelter or water to buffer the effects of drought or severe weather conditions (both cold/ice and
heat). Similarly, landscapes in which native habitats occur in relatively small tracts that are isolated from
one another by larger tracts of unsuitable habitats typically support fewer birds because of the lower
availability of food resources, increased mortality for birds that are adjacent to or more across unsuitable

habitats, and the higher likelihood of local extirpations of isolated groups of birds. Additionally, birds
that nest in landscapes that are dominated by small tracts of native habitats often have lower nesting
success because of the greater influence of nest predators and parasites on nest success. Many predators
(e.g. raccoon, striped skunk, black ratsnake) and the brood-parasitic Brown-headed Cowbird are habitat
generalists that survive well and often maintain greater population densities in landscapes that contain a
mosaic of small tracts of grassland and woodland habitats. Clutch parasitism by Brown-headed Cowbirds
is a conservation issue that is unique to birds but is indirectly tied to the issues that cause a decline in
habitat quality and affect most wildlife species. While the Brown-headed Cowbird typically has no effect
on non-passerine birds, it can have a dramatic effect on small songbirds, particularly long-distance
migrants that are capable of raising only one brood of young per year and whose nesting period coincides
with the egg-laying period of the cowbird. Table 2 lists of most of the nesting songbirds in Oklahoma
and indicates which species are successfully parasitized by cowbirds (i.e. cowbirds lay their eggs in the
nests of these species and the host species often raises the cowbird's chicks successfully). The data for
this table come from multiple sources, but especially Friedmami (1971), Pease and Grzybowski (1995),
Shaffer et. al. (2003) and Wiens (1963). General patterns that emerge with respect to cowbird nest
parasitism are 1) the rate of cowbird nest parasitism is greater near the edge of both forest and grassland
tracts, 2) the rate of cowbird nest parasitism is greater in areas that have an increased availability of
above-ground perches (e.g. trees, snags, fences, utility lines), 3) the rate of parasitism is often lower for
ground-nesting birds in forested habitats, and 4) the rate of cowbird nest parasitism is greater for nests
that are constructed after April 30 and before July 15 than it is for early-season and late-season nests.
Brown-headed Cowbird females typically lay 35 - 45 eggs per year and cowbird eggs hatch after only 11
to 12 days of incubation. Smaller songbirds (e.g. warblers) and songbirds that have relatively long
incubation periods (e.g. vireos) are most negatively affected by cowbird parasitism because a single
cowbird chick can effectively kill an entire brood of host chicks because of their competitive edge in
begging for food from the parent birds. Because Brown-headed Cowbirds parasitize the nests of a wide
range of songbird species, they can locally extirpate some host species while maintaining their population
through parasitizing more common hosts.

Table 2. Oklahoma Breeding Bird Species Whose Nests Are Successfully and Unsuccessfully
Parasitized by Brown-headed Cowbirds.

Common Name
Mourning Dove
Yellow-billed Cuckoo
Say's Phoebe
Eastern Phoebe
Acadian Flycatcher
Willow Flycatcher
Eastern Wood Pewee
Great Crested Flycatcher
Western Kingbird
Eastern Kingbird
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher
Horned Lark
Purple Martin
Northern Rough-winged Swallow
Bam Swallow
Cliff Swallow
Bell's Vireo
White-eyed Vireo
Black-capped Vireo
Red-eyed Vireo
Yellow-throated Vireo
Warbling Vireo
Loggerhead Shrike
Blue Jay
Carolina Chickadee
Tufted Titmouse
White-breasted Nuthatch
Brown-headed Nuthatch
Bushtit
Carolina Wren
Bewick's Wren
House Wren
Northern Mockingbird
Brown Thrasher
Curve-billed Thrasher
Gray Catbird
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher
Eastern Bluebird
American Robin
Wood Thrush
Yellow Warbler
Prairie Warbler
Pine Warbler
Cerulean Warbler
Yellow-throated Warbler

Successfully
Parasitize

Unsuccessfully
Parasitized
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Notes
poor host species

uncommonly parasitized
X
X
X
X

rej ects cowbird eggs
rej ects cowbird eggs

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
?

?
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

rejects cowbird eggs

uncommonly parasitized
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

uncertain - varies by region

rej ects cowbird eggs
rejects cowbird eggs
uncommonly parasitized
rejects cowbird eggs

uncommonlv parasitized

